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Auto rotate android s8

Accessibility Resource Center Go to the main contents of the Samsung Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 plus are great phones with attractive and abyss display. Even though they are such large phones, there are some bugs that users face on these phones. The most annoying mistake is the automatic rotation not working on the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus. Rotating the
screen as you like and when you need it is very important, and many users have complained about the problem they encountered in the Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 Plus. The solution to the automatic rotation problem in the Samsung Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus 1- Turn on auto-rotation mode The first and obvious thing you need to do is check if auto-rotation mode
is turned on or off. To check it, drag down toggle notifications and check your status. If you see a portrait in switching, your phone is not in auto-rotate mode. Click on the portrait icon and wait a second. You'll see an auto-rotation symbol. Automatic rotation is now turned on on your phone. 2- Restart your phone If auto-rotate does not work after turning it on, try
restarting your phone once. Sometimes phones get stuck and stop some features from working. Press and hold the power button until you see the power menu, now select the restart option. Your phone will restart and this can make automatic rotation work. 3- Check the Accelerometer and the G-sensor Auto-Rotate is very dependent on the G-sensor and
accelerometer. So calibrate your phone to fix the automatic rotation problem. First, turn off auto-rotate mode and place your phone on a flat surface. Go to settings and select calibration to calibrate your phone. After calibrating your mobile device, you can check if auto-rotation mode is working or not by rotating it again. 4- Check Samsung's Toolwiz relies more
on TouchWiz. So make sure Touchwiz works perfectly. If the problem persists after you follow all of the above steps, try clearing the TouchWiz cache. Go to Settings &gt;&gt;Doplick &gt;&gt; Application Manager&gt;&gt;Touchwiz. Click on TouchWiz and then clear the cache. 5- The problem arose due to third-party applications Some applications will need
permissions to work the phone in auto rotation mode, and sometimes, if they do not work properly, it may affect the operation of the authorization. This is the time when you want to enter Safe Mode. Safe Mode is a stage where users can access all built-in features but won't be able to manage a third-party app. Follow these steps to sign in to Safe Mode and
check where the problem persists Turn off your phone. Wait a few seconds, then press and hold the power button to turn on your phone. Press the power key until the samsung logo will not appear. Release the power key and instantly press the volume down button. Hold down the volume down key until your phone restarts. You have entered Safe Mode. Now
check the auto-rotation feature on this phone. If your phone is working fine in safe mode, then the problem is due to any third-party applications. Uninstall these programs 6- Upgrade your phone to the latest software Some problems are caused by software errors. So keep your phone updated all the time. To see if your phone's software has been updated, go
to Settings&gt;&gt;About Device&gt;&gt;Tap to check for updates. If you find any updates immediately update your phone with the latest software. 7- Hardware problem If none of the above tips worked for you, then the problem is related to hardware. Take the phone to an expert at the Samsung store. Don't forget to take your phone only to authorized dealers.
Last words Never do any experiments with your phone until you have full knowledge of it. Contact a Samsung service center to resolve the problem of automatic rotation or replacement. If you're looking for a solution to automatic rotation issues in your Samsung Galaxy S8, then you're in the right place. Well, this is a very common problem among Galaxy S8
users. Fortunately, most of the time you can solve this problem yourself, as it mostly happens as a result of an error or software problem. In rare cases, this could have happened due to damage to internal equipment. If you are absolutely sure that your Galaxy S8 is free from any internal damage, then you are trying these methods to solve the rotation problem.
Fix for automatic rotation Does not work problem on Samsung Galaxy S8 Check portrait lock and auto rotation settings If you have an automatic rotation problem on the Samsung Galaxy S8 for the first time. It is recommended that you accidentally turn off automatic rotation or turn on portrait lock. In both cases, the auto-rotation function will not work. Here's
how you can check them out. Drag the notification center. Locate the auto rotate and lock portrait icon. Now turn off the portrait lock and the will on the car turn. This can resolve this issue. If you do not switch to the next method. Restart If switching settings does not work, try restarting the Galaxy S8. A good restart corrects most of the minor errors that are
present in the current OS session. If everything is refreshing and therefore there is a good chance it will solve the problem you face. Press and hold the power key until the menu appears. Now tap restart from the menu. Confirm your decision by clicking Restart again. After restarting successfully, check again for the problem. Sensor calibration G Automatic
rotation function takes for its functioning with the G sensor and accelerometer. So, if something is wrong with calibrating them, automatic rotation may also not work properly. To resolve this automatic rotation issue, try recalibating the G sensor. Go to applications on the Galaxy S8 Now scroll down and click on Calibrate. Note - Before calibrating, make sure
that the phone is on a flat surface. Clearing touchWiz touchWiz data is a very important app that handles a lot of things in your Galaxy S8. If TouchWiz crashes or does not work as expected, automatic rotation may not behave correctly. Most majority TouchWiz crash time can be fixed by a simple reboot. However, sometimes you may need to clear the saved
TouchWiz data to restore it to normal operation. You can do this easily in settings. Here's how it's done. Go to settings Now click on apps and then application manager scroll down and click on TouchWiz. Now tap Clear cache to clear all cache files. Now tap Delete data to clear all saved Touch Wiz app data. This will remove all errors if they are present in
TouchWiz. Update S8 If you always update your phone perfectly. Updating your phone not only improves its performance, but also removes any issues or issues present in an earlier version of the OS. In addition to this, it adds new and enhanced features to your device. To update the S8, follow these steps: First go to settings Now scroll down and click on
About. A new menu opens. Click here on Update manually. Your phone will now search for updates and tell you if an update is available for your device or not. Click on downloads and installations to install the latest updates. Safe Mode Most of the time you unconsciously give permissions to third-party apps, which can lead to trouble. If you have given
permission to automatically rotate access to a third-party application, I recommend that you uninstall this program and then check the problem. If you're not sure if the app is causing the problem, don't try restarting the Galaxy S8 in safe mode. In safe mode, all third-party apps are turned off and your phone only works on built-in apps and settings. This will
make it clear whether a third-party app is to blame for the No. To restart your device in safe mode, first turn it off Now press and hold the power button until you see the Samsung logo. Press the volume down button immediately until your phone restarts again. This will force your phone into safe mode. Once your phone is in safe mode check for a problem.
Hardware problem Unfortunately, your device has hardware problems if none of the above methods can solve the problem of automatic rotation. In that case, you need to take your mobile phone to the Samsung Help Center. They will test your device and repair it. If your phone is on warranty period, you can also get a replacement for it. You can direct your
device to switch between portrait and landscape orientations every time you rotate your phone. Go to the notification panel → Automatically rotate pictorial representation of the above settings is as follows: a). b). To turn auto-rotation on/off, tap Auto rotate. Note: Turn off auto-rotation current view. Click here to know how to enable &amp;; motion gestures in
the Samsung Galaxy S8+ (SM-G955). Are you looking for solutions to fix automatic rotation that don't work for the Samsung Galaxy S8 because your phone seems to be stuck on any portrait mode and it doesn't automatically change to landscape when you tilt it? It? S8 users have been complaining lately that their phone is stopping automatic rotation and
they are unable to resolve the issue. For some, it's a matter of changing your phone's settings to make sure it's not on the portrait lock, but for other users the problem can run deeper and can be affected by a rogue app. Here are the auto-rotation solutions that don't work on the S8: See also- How to set face recognition on a Samsung Galaxy S8 Steps to fix
the auto-rotation problem on the Samsung Galaxy S8 Switch auto-rotation and portrait lock If this is the first time you've had a problem, then check to see if the auto-rotation option is accidentally disabled. Sometimes just switching the auto rotation and off option can do a trick. If auto-rotation is turned off, you won't find the auto-rotate icon in the icon list in the
notification bar. Instead, you will see a portrait written under the icon. The portrait lock icon shows a small lock at the bottom of your phone's screen. Pull down the notification bar on your S8 Look for a portrait or auto rotation icon and click on it If it was in portrait lock, then you should be able to use automatic rotation now. But if it was already on automatic
rotation and it didn't work, the lock portrait would be activated. Wait 5 seconds and rotate the icon back to automatically rotate and verify that the problem is resolved. This solution is a quick fix for S8 devices that face this problem as a one-time problem. However, if the problem on your device keeps coming back, then you should try the other solutions below.
Restart samsung S8 If auto-rotation does not work even after switching the auto-rotation option, restart the S8. Sometimes your phone gets stuck or certain features don't work, and a simple reboot can bring things back to normal. Use this solution if you encounter an automatic rotation problem in rare situations. Press and hold the power button on the S8 until
you see the Power menu Tap the green Restart icon Press the Restart again Let the phone restart and after it returns, pull the notification bar and see if there is an auto-rotation option. If resolved, verify that the problem is resolved. The problem with accelerometer and sensor G The automatic rotation feature relies heavily on your phone's accelerometer and G
sensor. Calibration can be completed either with the phone's built-in calibration option or with a third-party app such as GPS Status and Toolbox, which is available for free in the Play Store. To calibrate with the built-in phone function: Drag down the notification bar of your S8 and automatic rotation is turned off, which means that the phone is on the portrait
lock. Go to Device Settings, Place your phone on a flat surface Press Calibration Don't move your phone until calibration is complete. Then turn on automatic rotation by clicking on the portrait lock icon and checking to see if the galaxy S8 auto-rotation problem has been fixed. TouchWiz does not Sometimes the auto-rotate feature may crash simply because
TouchWiz isn't working. Since your Samsung S8 relies on TouchWiz for many phone features, you can simply reboot your phone to fix the problem. However, if you notice that the TouchWiz problem is starting to affect more features on your phone and automatic rotation is still not fixed, then you can delete the data and clear the cache for the TouchWiz app.
Go to the menu Settings of your S8 Click on applications Click on application manager Look for TouchWiz and click on it Click on Clear Cache to delete all cache files that were created for the application. Then delete the data in the app by clicking Delete Data. You will see a warning about deleting the data, click OK to complete the process. Then, restart your
device and see if automatic rotation starts working as expected. Make sure automatic rotation is turned on by checking it in the notification bar. Update your phone As some problems arise from software errors, it's best to always update your phone to make sure all previous bugs and other software problems are effectively dealt with by Samsung. Check to see
if your phone has been updated or make sure the automatic rotation problem isn't caused by a software glitch for which Samsung has already provided a fix. Go to the Phone Settings menu Click on About Device Click on Check updates Manually Phone will run manual check to see if any updates are available. If an update is available, you'll get the option to
download and install it. Complete the update installation, and then verify that the automatic rotation issue on the Galaxy S8 is fixed. Problem with third-party application - Safe Mode Some third-party applications have permission to automatically rotate the phone from portrait to landscape mode. If an app with this permission goes rogue, then you may have
some problems at your fingerties. Identify the programs you've recently installed since the problem started. These are programs that may be causing the problem of automatic rotation. Uninstall the programs and check to see if the problem persists. If you no longer encounter a problem, then the app will be blamed. But if you're not sure whether a third-party
app is causing the problem or not, then you can use your phone in safe mode to check if your phone is working seamlessly or not. Safe Mode, where users will be able to use the phone's built-in features and features, but all third-party apps will be disabled. This helps determine whether the problem lies with a third-party program or phone software or
hardware. Turn off your phone Wait five seconds, then press and hold the power key to turn it on. Continue pressing the power key, will not see Samsung written on the screen. Then release the power key and instantly press the volume down key Do not release the volume down key until the phone restarts You will see the words Safe Mode written at the
bottom of the screen Which means you successfully downloaded your phone in safe mode. Check to see if your phone is working seamlessly in this mode. If the problem is resolved, the third-party application behaves incorrectly. Restart your device to return to normal mode and uninstall the apps one by one until the problem is resolved. Hardware problem If
nothing worked for you, then there may be some problem in the hardware device that needs to be fixed by professionals at Samsung. Go to the Samsung Help Center and check it out. The problem will be fixed or if your phone is under warranty then you can even get a replacement. Conclusion Use the following solutions to fix automatic rotation that does not
work on the Samsung Galaxy S8. We've listed solutions ranging from the simplest to a bit of difficult decisions. If nothing works, then Samsung can help you with a replacement provided your phone is under warranty. Read als: How to enable Samsung Galaxy S8 game Launcher
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